Participation through September 14th

Thanks to the generosity of an anonymous donor, who is also a pioneering PPC Pod Leader, PPC is holding a Competition to get the Pods revved up about the PlantPure Communities (PPC) Restaurant Campaign. The goal of the PPC Restaurant Campaign is for every restaurant around the country, and the globe, to have at least one plant based, oil-free meal on their menu. This Competition encourages Pod members to participate in the Campaign by awarding Pod members who close the deal on a Restaurant with a chance to win a trip to the PPC Party With A Purpose in NYC on November 1st with Dr. T. Colin Campbell, Nelson Campbell and others.

Competition Details:

- **Entry into Raffle:** Every time a person (or several people within a Pod) closes the deal on a restaurant, by helping a restaurant earn the Certificate of Participation in the PPC Restaurant Campaign, they each get their name entered into the raffle.

- **Eligibility** includes Pod members and anyone registered on the PPC website. (You must be subscribed to PPC’s website in order to be entered into the raffle).

- **The raffle will be drawn on September 14th.**

- **Raffle Prize:** Includes round-trip coach airfare, one night hotel and ticket to the Nov. 1 PPC Party with a Purpose event.

- **Existing RC Restaurants:** For those Restaurants who already earned a Certificate of Participation, PPC will generate an additional raffle entry for the key person(s) involved (PPC has a record).

**Key Links:**

- Restaurant Campaign webpage
- Shortcut to success packet

*We welcome your suggestions and ideas! Please send them to info@plantpurecommunites.org. This material may not be used out of context. Please refer to PPC’s terms and conditions for more information. Updated July 2018.*